Introduction
In papers [2] and [3] in Q ' and satisfies the boundary conditions (1) at each point (x,y)eQ. I = I(£2) is the space of Lebesgue-integrable functions, and the symbol denotes the uniform convergence.
-622 -2°. The relation u, when m -oo , holds good. The purpose of this paper is to examine the generalized solutions of the (G)-problem.
We make the following assumptions. I. The functions f i »<0,A> -*• <0,B> and h jL :<O f B> < 0,A> (i-1,2,... ,p) are Hdlder-oontinuous (the exponent |J e {0,1 >) and satisfy the following relations '
. * x B~7 (x e (0,A->; y e (O f B>j i=1,2,...,pj, where and h£ are real numbers subject to the conditions (4) min(f*,h*)> 0;
where -p/« 0 (6) a * 2T 0 * P ;
with a« 0 e (0,1), e (0,1), e being-a real number such that (8) 0<e <rJ /1 " P -1.
Moreover, t i and (i=1,2,...,p) satisfy the conditions mentioned at the beginning of this Section.
II. The functions M i :<0,A> Y and N i :<0,B> y (i=1,2,... ,p) are Holder-continuous (the exponent |3""e (0,1|>) and satisfy the inequalities Evidently, as a consequence of (3), there exist the derivatives f^(0 + ) and h^(0 + ), and f^(0 + ) = fj| h|(0 + ) = h* (i=1,2,...,n).
where K is a positive constant.
III. The function c:fl -*Y belongs to the space 2. In this Section we prove several lemmas. Lemma 1.
There is a number (0< 5 1 < min(A,B,1)) suah that the inequalities f 1 (x}> 0} h 1 (y)> Oj (10) 0<f p (x) $ nin(a, 4B)x; 0<h p (y)$min(a, ^)yj
4(1 -e 0 )y<h i (y)^4(1 + e Q )y (i=1,2,...,p) hold good for xe(0,6.|) and ye (0,6^, respecject to t 1/8p-3+» 0 tively, e 0 being a real number subject to the inequalities (12) where g
The proof, being similar but easier for the remaining inequalities, will be given only for the last two of inequalities (10).
Let us observe that (3) implies the inequalities
where 1 $ j < i $ p), whenoe and by (7) we have 
Thus, for x 6(0,5.,), wh*re 0 < S., < min( A,B, 1,5°), the ine-
holds good, q.e. 
There is a positive integer m1 such that h im 8atiaf 3' the inequalities analogous to (4) -(7) for all JC 9 m> m^ and i=1,2,... ,p.
Proof. The first part of our thesis is evident. Relations (15) are obtained immediately by differentiation of (13) and (14). In order to verify the last part of the thesis it is enough to use relations (15) There are a positive number S2 (0<62< < min(A,B,1)) and a positive integer m2 such that the functions fim and him (i=1,2,...,pj mzJf) satisfy the inequalities (compare with (10) and (11)) ' f1m(x)> 0} h1n(y)> 0,
..,p) for xe (0,6 2 ) and ye(0,6 2 ), respectively, and i 2 .
Proof.
First of all we prove that
(x e < 0, A>; ye<0,B>, mtJf; i=1,2,... ,p). In fact, using inequality (3) and relation (13) we can write In a similar way we get and hence the first of inequalities (19) is proved. The proof of the second one is analogous.
We proceed to the proof of inequalities (17) and (18). The first two of inequalities (17)* are evidently true. In order to derive the third of the said inequalities, let us obsprve that by (5) and (19) we have
(0<Q <-1 1) provided that n^figj xe(0,52), where JT 9 m2
io so large and 0 < 52< min(A,B,1) so small that g + f $ -p/tt • As a consequence we get the required inequality 0 <f {x) $ P In a similar way we show that -p/aen o<V yUp Now, let us note that in virtue of (19) we have
(1 § j < i S p). Assuming that m> m^j x e (0,6£)» where m|e Jf and ¿¡| (0 <5| <min(A,B,1)) are chosen so that 
hold good for n e Jf, JC 9 m > tng, xe<0,A> and ye<0,B>, respectively. Proof. In order to prove the first of relations (27), let us observe that
r (x),...,zV (y) are defined by relations (25), c (2n) (2n-1 ) (25') with the replacement of f^m and h 9m (9 =1,2,... ,pj meJV) by f^ and h^, respectively, Basing on the relations f im n£ f^ h im =fc (m-»oo, p) and using the uniform continuity of the functions f^ and h^ (i=1,2,...,p), we oan assert that for each positive number e there is a positive integer m~ suoh that r^ < e (9 =1,2,...,n), and hence nm (m> m^f xe<0,A>f ye<0,B>) which was to be proved. The proof of the seoond of relations (27) is analogous.
We proceed to the examination of the "truncated" Bernstein polynomials Using (28), we get
Let us denote the terms on the right hand side of (31) by e 1m (x) and e 2m (x)» respectively.
It is well known (see [5] , p.150) that for each e*> 0 there is a positive integer m^ such that when m> m^ (x e < 0,A> j i=1,2,..., p).
for the second term, e 2n (x), we have (see (9) In the sequel (see the proof of Theorem 1 in Section s) we shall need estimates of M im (x) and N im (y) (i=1,2,...,p) uniform with respect to m. We have the following lemma 
In order to estimate the expression on the right hand side of (34), we use equality (20) (with the replacement of m by 2p-1 (m-2p+1)) and multiplying it by (^j , we obtain
k £ 2p implies k^2p(k-i) for i=1,2,... ,2p-1. The functions u r and e p are given by formulas analogous to (39)-(42), with the replacement of f p by h r and x by y, respectively.
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(y e (0,B>),where fa] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding a; 
The relevant functions Wp, ep, ftr^ -g ,...,V a and V a will now be denoted by «J, e£ m , !f!. f V am and *** respectively. (50)) . In farther reasoning we will assume that m> m" = max(2p.m.,m0,au) (see U 1 ¿1 J Lemmas 2, 3 and 5).
In the examination of a" m (x) (see '59)) we distinguish the following two cases (see In the sequel we examine only the expression appearing on the riant hand side of (58). The argument for that estimating ||vamTy) -"Paly)|| is analogous.
**)
Here and in the sequel we assume that m> m , where m^ is & sufficiently large positive integer.
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In a similar way we get (see (40)- (42) 
Sj n (r)
where 0 < q < 1 ; x e (0,5).
In the case 2° (see p.23) we use an argument similar to that in the proof of relation (37) in [3] and we obtain an inequality of the same type as (69). Thus, (69) holds good for x e (0,A>. R e m a r k 2. It follows from the results obtained in paper [3] (see [3] , Theorem) that if Assumptions I-III of the present paper are replaced by Assumptions I-III of paper [3] , then the (g.s.) of the (G)-problem given by formulas (49)- (54) above is a (c.s.) of this problem.
